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1. INTRODUCTION
My name is Camille Lafrance and I am a 24-year-old French-Canadian student in the
MPhil in Textile Conservation course at the University of Glasgow from 2020 to 2022.
Over the last six years, I have been endeavouring to become a conservator, as I highly
value this profession and field of study in which science, technology and practical skills
are combined to preserve and highlight cultural heritages. I have been engaged in
fulfilling projects in Canada and abroad to develop my abilities and to gain experiences
in professional institutions. My commitment has been worthwhile since I was offered a
place to study in the textile conservation programme at the University of Glasgow,
which is highly recognised in Canada, since there is no university in the country
offering conservation courses specialising solely on textiles. Therefore, Glasgow has
always been my aim and first choice because it allows me to focus on my main interest,
which is the preservation of textile artefacts, and because of the wider opportunities it
provides.
As a dream career, I would like to open my own private conservation studio with the
necessary resources to carry out research on innovative treatment techniques and
provide quality conservation services. However, before doing so, I would like to work
in heritage and museum institutions to gain a solid expertise and a thorough
understanding of the professional world of conservation. Therefore, after completing
the course, I intend to apply to postgraduate internship schemes in order to consolidate
my practical and research skills needed to transition from being a student to an
emerging conservator. Ultimately, I believe it would help to start my career and initiate
the process to become an Accredited Conservator-Restorer.
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1.1 Overview of the Study Trip
As underlined previously, as part of the textile conservation programme in Glasgow,
students must undertake a credited summer placement in a professional organisation
and under the supervision of a textile conservator. In this context, I worked full-time
for eight weeks, from June 1st to July 23, 2021, at the private conservation studio,
Zenzie Tinker Conservation Ltd in Brighton, England1. This experience will be the
focus of this report.
Throughout my stay in Brighton, I also took the opportunity to visit different museums
and historic sites, as well as sightseeing around Sussex.
1.2 Costs
The support of the Zibby Garnett Travel Fellowship has been a much-needed aid to
pursue my placement at Zenzie Tinker Conservation Ltd. I came to know of the
Fellowship through my programme convenor, Karen Thompson, who relayed the
application form to the students of the Textile Conservation course, encouraging
students to apply to the Fellowship for their summer placements since it was accepting
projects taking place in the United Kingdom in 2021 because of the ongoing pandemic.
Considering the financial investment my placement represented, as well as my limited
budget as an international student, I have sought financial help to cover the costs of my
placement in Brighton. The total of my necessary expenses amounted to approximately
£1,725. I was grateful when the Zibby Garnett Travel Fellowship awarded for my
project a grant of £1570, which covered most of my expenditure related to travel,
accommodation, subsistence, and two visits of historic sites. I was also fortunate to
receive the Arts & Humanities Mobility Scholarship (£500) from the College of Arts at
the University of Glasgow towards the rest of my necessary expenses and additional
cultural visits. The total of the financial support I have received, which amounted to
£2,070, fully covered my expenditure during my stay in Brighton.

1

Zenzie Tinker Conservation, accessed October 1, 2021, https://www.zenzietinker.co.uk/.
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2. REPORT
2.1 Arrival in Brighton
Brighton is a seaside city along the British Channel in East Sussex, located about an
hour away from London by train. It is known today for its LGBT and artistic community
but is also a historic beach destination in the UK.

Fig. 1 Map of the United Kingdom with Brighton location.
© Crown copyright and database right (Image source:
https://www.postcodearea.co.uk/postaltowns/brighton/).

I flew from Glasgow to Gatwick Airport and took a train to Brighton on 29 May 2021.
I started my placement the following Tuesday on June 1st which gave me a few days to
settle in my accommodation and explore the city.
It was hard to find short-term accommodation at a decent price in the city because it is
a popular summer destination. However, I managed to find a tenancy takeover for a
room in a student house at a ten-minute walk distance from Zenzie Tinker’s studio. I
was glad to be at a walking distance from my placement location and to be in the heart
of the North Laine, a vibrant district of Brighton.
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2.2 Context of the Placement
Zenzie Tinker Conservation is a freelance conservation studio located in Brighton
which provides a range of conservation treatments for historic, modern, and
contemporary textiles, as well as tapestries and mixed media objects. The studio also
undertakes bespoke display and storage solutions, collection care services, as well as
emergency response for a wide range of clients, including local and national museums,
stately homes, cathedrals, private clients, etc. At the time of my placement, there were
five conservators working full-time with Zenzie Tinker and other occasional
freelancers.
Besides conservation services, Zenzie Tinker is highly involved in education and
training. For instance, the studio welcomes regularly interns from the UK and Europe.
It also offers a variety of workshops for professionals, conservation students, and the
public. Zenzie Tinker is also an invited lecturer for several institutions, like the
University of Glasgow, the Abegg-Stifftung Foundation in Switzerland, and the Institut
National du Patrimoine in France.
In addition to knowing the reputation of the studio for a few years, I was eager to go to
Zenzie Tinker’s practice because I wanted to gain insights of a type of institution that I
had never experienced before, which was the private sector of conservation.
2.3 Personal Learning Goals
As a formal placement for the textile conservation course in Glasgow, learning goals
were set prior to the start of the experience to encourage critical reflection on the
development of my skills; the application of theory and practice learned throughout the
first year on the course; effective communication with a wider range of audiences; and
the evaluation of the role of conservators in a wider context. In addition to these general
goals related to the academic programme, personal learning goals were also selected to
reflect on in a weekly journal and for an overall reflective account on the outcomes of
the experience. Therefore, I also focused on time management and work organisation.
I wanted to reflect and work on how gaining experience in a professional conservation
studio in comparison to an academic setting could help the development of my work
organisation and management skills especially regarding treatment planning. Overall, I
wanted this reflection to contribute to the progress of my ability to make accurate time
estimates as well as my productivity and quality of work on the long-term.
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Time management and organisation are essential practices in conservation but are of
paramount importance for freelancers and private studios where time estimates are
conducted to evaluate prices and to further discuss with clients before agreeing to a
treatment. To improve my abilities to organise my time prior and during conservation
treatments, I wanted to learn how a freelance conservation studio operates and manages
their work and gain from this insight. I have often felt lost when making time estimates
in my treatment proposals during the first year on the textile conservation course. I
believe working at Zenzie Tinker’s studio over the summer has helped me gain a better
awareness of the time that I need to spend on precise tasks and the planning of
treatments in a wider context, i.e., within a studio undertaking multiple projects whilst
also starting and finishing at different moments. In other words, my goals regarding
time management evolved around the organisation of precise tasks, but also around the
overall planning of individual projects simultaneously.

Table 1 This chart shows the distribution of my practical work at the studio and site works over the eight
weeks of my placement.
WEEK 1
Condition
assessment
Documentation
and treatment
proposal

WEEK 2

WEEK 3

Replacement
of the
shattered
lining

Replacement
of the
shattered
lining

Surface
cleaning

Site Work at
Ironmongers’
Hall

Site work at
Farleys
House &
Gallery

WEEK 4

WEEK 5

WEEK 7

Support
stitching

Support
stitching

Visual infills

Tapestry
Conservation

Construction
of the lining
replacement.

Lining
replacement

Lining
replacement

Lining
replacement

Site work at
Farleys
House &
Gallery

WEEK 8

Support
stitching &
net overlays

Support
stitching &
net overlays

Dyeing
Support
stitching &
Net overlays

Dyeing
Site work at
Saint Paul’s
Cathedral

WEEK 6

Visual infills

Padded
hanger &
archival box
Padded hanger

Practical work related to the treatment of the Naval Dress Coat.
Site works outside the studio.
Tapestry conservation
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2.4 Personal Project – Treatment of a Naval Dress Coat
Over these two months I was assigned to treat
a Naval Dress Coat owned by a private client.
It was a double-breasted tailcoat in black wool
with a white stand-up collar, cuffs, and inner
skirt, and decorated with gold embroidery lace
and gilt brass buttons. The bodice was lined
with black silk and quilted. Dating from the
early 20th century, the coat was in fair
condition apart from the lining of the bodice
which was severely shattered and actively
turning to dust. (Fig. 2) The coat also
presented some structural damages on the
collar which could have threatened the
condition of the garment if stored on a hanger.
The other minor damages were some visual

Fig. 2 Naval dress coat before treatment.
(Ó Zenzie Tinker Conservation with
permission of the client.)

losses caused by insect damage, button tears,
and fragile splits on the sleeve linings.
The main goals of the treatment were to
stabilise the condition of the coat and prepare
a versatile storage solution on a padded
hanger. Considering the degraded state of the
bodice lining, three options for treatment with
complementary

time

estimates

were

Fig. 3 Coat without its lining.
(Ó Zenzie Tinker Conservation with
permission of the client.)

considered: removing the bodice lining and
replacing it with a new one; removing the
lining without replacing it; or conducting a
full stabilisation and support of the lining
fragments. The first option, which consisted
of replacing the bodice lining with a new one,
was the preferred one; however, deep
reflection was put on the ethical dilemmas of
such interventive treatment and the decision

Fig. 5 Replacement of the lining in progress.
(Ó Zenzie Tinker Conservation with
permission of the client.)
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to remove an original structure from a historic object was not taken lightly. First, the
client was a man with a deep emotional attachment to the coat because of his naval
career. He thus wanted to improve its condition by removing the lining to be able to
sometimes handle and display it safely in his ordinary home. Secondly, the condition
of the lining was too fragmentary, split, and powdery to attempt its stabilisation. For
example, it could not have been netted, or encased with support fabrics coated with
adhesives, as it is sometimes done in textile conservation. Thirdly, the client had a very
limited budget which had to cover the conservation of a pair of epaulettes, a hat, and
their storage metal boxes, in addition to the coat. Therefore, even if the lining could
have been conserved, it would not have been possible to conduct such treatment with
the budget and time allocated for it in the context of a private practice.
The treatment thus consisted of removing the original bodice lining to trace its pattern
and construct a new one accordingly. In this context, the original lining of the bodice
and the collar lining were removed from the garment by snipping the old threads and
stitches, and unpicking them (Fig. 3). Afterwards, I was able to take the pattern from
the remaining lining fragments in tissue paper. I then transferred the pattern in cotton
muslin, assembled it in a toile, and tested it inside the coat to ensure an appropriate fit
for the replacement lining, which was made in black silk habotai (Fig. 4).
Separating the old lining also allowed me to pull down the sleeve linings through the
cuffs and stabilise the fragile areas along the underarms which were damaged by splits
and tears (Fig. 5). The damaged areas were therefore stabilised with silk support patches
and couching stitches. Nylon net sleeves were also dyed accordingly with Lanaset®
dyes and overlaid on the sleeve linings to protect the support stitches and to provide

Fig. 5
Lining pulled out of the
proper left sleeve and
support stitched.
Fig. 6
Sleeve lining and net
overlay after treatment
and restitched to the new
bodice lining.
(Ó Zenzie Tinker
Conservation with
permission of the client.)
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further protection for the fragile linings
against abrasion that could be caused
by the padded hanger whilst in storage
(Fig. 6).
It was also noticed that the collar lining
was in the same fabric as the bodice
lining. However, it was in a relatively
good condition allowing it to be
preserved on the garment with some
additional protection which consisted in

Fig. 7 Collar lining after treatment.
(Ó Zenzie Tinker Conservation with permission
of the client.)

a full support on black silk habotai with couching stitches and a nylon net overlay to
protect it from abrasion when on a hanger. The supported lining was folded back as it
was originally following the folding lines still visible and restitched to the collar after
the replacement lining of the bodice was sewn to the coat (Fig. 7).
I also added several visual infills on insect damage on the white and black wool of the
coat. All infills were made with cotton domette patches to match the nap of wool. The
white wool infills were colour-matched with acrylic paint and the black wool ones were
dyed with Solophenyl® dyes. (Fig. 8–9) Dyeing the cotton domette was an enriching
challenge. It was my first experience with Solophenyl® dyes, and two trials were
needed to find the right shade and depth of colour for the infills.

Fig. 8 Structural and insect damages on the collar before treatment.
Fig. 9 Collar with visual infills after treatment.
(© Zenzie Tinker Conservation with permission of the client.)

When the treatment was completed, the coat was stored in a bag made of Tyvek®, a
non-woven semi-permeable fabric commonly used to protect historic objects as it is
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breathable and dustproof. For better support and visual appreciation, the coat was hung
on a customised hanger with a padded body shape and detachable padded arms (Fig.
13). Wrapped in acid-free tissue paper, the old lining and sample bags, containing
original threads removed during treatment, were stored in an archival box made of
corrugated polypropylene sheets known as Correx®. An additional padded body shape
was constructed to support the three-dimensional character of the old lining (Fig. 10–
11).

Fig. 10–11 Archival box and old lining on a padded body shape for its storage.
(© Zenzie Tinker Conservation with permission of the client.)

Initially, I was also assigned to treat the epaulettes, hat, and their complementary tin
boxes. However, it was soon realised that I could not achieve the treatment of these
elements in addition to the dress coat in the time frame of my placement. I have just
been able to write their treatment proposals, and surface clean them, which made a
considerable visual difference, especially for the hat.
Overall, this project has certainly been an opportunity to push myself out of my comfort
zone because of its scale, the skills and organisation needed. However, it has been a
valuable experience. I have appreciated having time to conduct tests as well as taking
more time than anticipated to intake properly new skills to conduct my treatment.
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Fig. 12–13 Naval dress coat after treatment on a mannequin and on its customised padded
hanger for storage. (© Zenzie Tinker Conservation with permission of the client.)

2.5 Site Works
In addition to my treatment project of the naval dress coat, I also participated in three
site works conducted by the studio team.
2.5.1 Ironmongers’ Hall, London – Vacuuming Morris&Co Wall hangings
On the first week at Zenzie Tinker’s studio, I went to the Ironmongers’ Hall2 in London
to help vacuuming 90 square metres of Morris&Co wool wall coverings decorating the
drawing room of the building since the 1920s. The Ironmongers’ Company is one of
the Great Twelve Livery Companies which are historic trade associations of the City of
London. The visit was the first maintenance check of the coverings after they underwent
a major remedial conservation treatment by the studio from 2016 to 2018. The condition
assessment after treatment was supposed to occur a year ago; however, the pandemic
had delayed the check-up till June 2021.
After spending the first four days of my placement getting settled in the studio and
writing the treatment proposal for the naval dress coat, I was excited to go to London
for a day and join the team at the Ironmongers’ Hall. I have always had a keen

2

The Ironmongers’ Company, accessed October 1, 2021, https://www.ironmongers.org/.
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admiration in the Arts & Crafts movement
and the work of William Morris. When I
applied

to

the

textile

conservation

programme in Glasgow, I have even
presented in my portfolio an embroidery
replicating

the

Morris&Co

artichoke

motif, which was also in the pattern of the
wall coverings at the Ironmonger’s Hall. I
was therefore thrilled to study closely
Morris&Co wall coverings.
It was also amazing to witness the attention
put on preventive conservation for a

Fig. 14 Vacuuming in progress of the wall
coverings at the Ironmonger’s Hall .
(© Zenzie Tinker Conservation with permission
of the client.)

successful remedial treatment on the long-term. It was interesting to listen to the
discussions with the client explaining why regular condition reassessments over time
after the initial treatment is important to ensure the preservation of the coverings. I
appreciated the honest and comprehensible approach to these discussions as it showed
a great culture of care for heritage but also a desire to share it with clients.

2.5.2 Farleys House and Gallery – Condition assessment of Lee Miller’s
wardrobe
I also spent three days at Farleys House & Gallery3, the home of the surrealist artists
Lee Miller and Ronald Penrose. With its sculpture garden, it is a beautiful site located
about 45 minutes by car North-East of Brighton in the countryside. The studio was
employed to conduct a survey of an unseen collection of clothes worn by Lee Miller,
but also family members and close friends, as well as advising on storage and display.
Working in pairs, a conservator would observe a garment and visually assess the
condition. I would write the observations in a report template which consisted mainly
of an object description, condition details and a treatment proposal. When a
comfortable rhythm was set, I was also able to contribute more and more to the

3

Farleys House & Gallery: Home of the Surrealists, accessed October 1, 2021,
https://www.farleyshouseandgallery.co.uk/.
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condition assessments. One day, we even
worked outside because the weather
permitted it but also because the smell of
moth balls in some boxes containing the
garments was too pungent to work in the
attics.
From this teamwork, I learned a lot of
insightful vocabulary to describe clothes
and their condition. I understand better
the essential elements to note in the object
description when conducting a large-scale
survey and the essential measurements to
take for preliminary assessments. I also

Fig. 15 Condition checking the clothes of Lee
Miller at Farleys House and Gallery with Jamie
Robinson, a conservator working for Zenzie
Tinker. (Ó Zenzie Tinker Conservation with
permission of the client.)

learned that the measurements of garments taken during such surveys need to be more
succinct and straightforward, i.e. limiting them to the overall length, the shoulder
circumference and waist. This exercise made me realise that I am continuously
learning and working with new people is always insightful.
This site work was also my first experience of active moth and mould infestations in a
textile collection; I had never seen before living moths at their larvae and adult phases.
This experience indeed pushed me out of my comfort zone, but on another hand, it was
very enriching. Because of the pandemic, the Integrated Pest Management lecture on
the textile conservation course has been given virtually. Therefore, in this instance, I
realised how small moths are compared to what I was imagining based on images seen
on the course. I also learned and
participated in the rapid actions
undertaken when the infestation was
realised on site. The conservators of
the studio showed me how the
infested clothes were individually
wrapped and sealed in plastic sheets
and freeze to kill any active insects.
Fig. 16–17 Views of the Sculpture Garden at
Farleys House & Gallery. (©Camille Lafrance)
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2.5.3 Saint Paul’s Cathedral – Dismounting military colours
Moreover, I had the opportunity to spend a day at Saint Paul’s Cathedral in London.
The studio had the task to dismount twenty-four military colours displayed in the
Middlesex Regiment Chapel and assess their condition while building work was
conducted. The colours should be rehung by spring 2022. The task required significant
teamwork due to the size, fragility, and weight of the flags. Each colour was brought
down individually by Zenzie on a scissor lift operated by a stone mason of the cathedral.
The colours were held horizontally whilst they were lowered and then gently handed to
people at the ground level. Afterwards, the colours were laid flat, identified to be packed
in six boxes with leaves of acid-free tissue paper in between each flag to be brought to
Brighton and assessed in the studio.
It was an exciting experience to work at heights, as well as meeting with the
conservators of St-Paul’s. I was also fortunate to meet and work with Catherine Harris,
a final-year student on the Textile Conservation course, who is studying the Middlesex
military colours for her dissertation. Because of the pandemic, the two cohorts of the
textile conservation programme were isolated from each other in different work
bubbles. This organisation had worked because nobody got sick during the academic
year. However, we did not have the chance to meet and known each other properly. I
was thus glad to have the opportunity to chat with Catherine and getting to know her
experience on the course.

Fig. 18 Dismounting of the colours in progress.
Fig. 19 Packing of the colours in progress.
(© Zenzie Tinker Conservation with permission of the client.)
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2.6 A Day on a Tapestry Frame
Under the supervision of the tapestry conservator of the studio, I worked for one day
on one of the Chinoiserie tapestries from the Vyne, a Tudor palace owned by the
National Trust. I repaired slits and worked some brick couching through a dark brown
wool area of the scene. On the course in Glasgow, we only had a four-day workshop
on tapestry conservation during which we tested stitching techniques, alignment and
tension on fabrics replicating tapestry weave structures. I was therefore excited to gain
insights of the speciality on a real tapestry and under the supervision of experts. Just
one day on the tapestry frame alongside an experienced tapestry conservator has been
valuable. I was also glad to realise that I was ambidextrous while working on a frame.
Nevertheless, tapestry conservation has proven to be quite difficult because of the
different skills needed than other two-dimensional textiles, so I hope to further develop
such skills in the future.

Fig. 20 Stitching splits on one of the Vyne tapestries.
(© Zenzie Tinker Conservation with permission of the client.)
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2.7 Leisure Time and Cultural Trips
During my leisure time in Brighton, I particularly
enjoyed going to the open market to buy fresh
produce and stroll in the busy North Laine District
or along the beach. I also took the opportunity to
shop for fabric for future sewing projects at stores
recommended by the conservators of the studio. I
was also fortunate to go see the installation The
Forked Forest Path by Olafur Eliasson at Fabrica
Gallery in the city. In addition, I made good use of
my Student Art pass from the National Art
Collections Fund which allowed me to visit for free
the magnificent and interestingly decorated Royal
Pavilion as well as Brighton Museum.
I was also able to do two lovely day trips, one in
Arundel to visit Arundel Castle and Gardens, and
one to Lewes where I visited Lewes Castle &
Museum. It has been years that I wanted to visit the

Fig. 21 View of the historic interiors
of the Royal Pavilion in Brighton.
(© Camille Lafrance)

famous Arundel Castle and have a look at the
gigantic tapestries and the historic interiors. I was
also lucky; on the day of my visit, there was a
medieval fair on the grounds and at which I had a
try at archery.
On the last day of my stay in Brighton, I took a
train to the quaint city of Lewes where I sampled
the ‘best’ bread on the area and where I visited
Lewes Castle & Museum maintained by the
Sussex Archaeological Society.
Fig. 22 View of the Great Hall of
Arundel Castle.
(© Camille Lafrance)
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3. CONCLUSION
Coming back to my learning goals on time management, I do not think I have
significantly improved my abilities to make accurate time estimates for treatments. I
have realised that it is mainly through experience that I will improve my grasp of
treatment subtilities. However, I think I have developed a significantly better selfawareness as well as tools to help me in the process.
Over the course of my placement, especially whilst I conducted the treatment of the
naval dress coat, I tried to let go of a self-imposed pressure to work perfectly, for
instance, evaluating and taking the same amount of time as an experienced conservator
would in my treatments. I have come to realise that I need to allow myself time to learn
properly and consider this factor in my work organisation. I think this mindset should
help me develop a better approach to my practical learning on the course.
This placement has been indeed a hard-working experience, but foremost an
opportunity to push myself out of my comfort zone in terms of technical skills and to
bring further self-reflections on my learning development.
Also, the opportunity to meet and discuss with several conservators with different
career paths and academic backgrounds has been enriching. I feel now that I have a
relatively good idea of what to expect in the next years following my graduation as well
as what to do to find work.
This experience also helped me target the aspects of my theoretical and practical
expertise I need to focus on to maximise my training experience on the final year of the
textile conservation course in Glasgow.
I am a student and still have a lot to learn but working at Zenzie Tinker’s conservation
studio for two months was a giant push towards gaining the needed skills to become an
emerging conservator. It was amazing to witness all the high-quality work carried out
by the studio, and I am looking forward to coming back to visit!
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